
 

MAN Diesel & Turbo Receives Order  
for Chinese Ferry Propulsion Packages 
 
MAN Diesel & Turbo has secured a contract for the supply of four 9L48/60CR 
engines for the diesel-mechanical propulsion of two passenger ferries for 
Chinese shipping companies, Huadong Ferry and Dadong Ferry. The two 
newbuildings are currently under construction at Huanghai Shipyard in 
Shangdong, China. Both vessels have a passenger capacity of 1,500 and are 
intended to connect South Korea with the Chinese mainland upon entering 
service. 

MAN Diesel & Turbo will deliver the complete propulsion package for the 
ferries with each vessel receiving 2 × 9L48/60CR engines – providing a 
combined output of 21,600 kW, two Renk gear systems and two five-bladed, 
five-metre-diameter MAN Alpha CP propellers. The propulsion control system 
is MAN’s Alphatronic 3000. This combination of technology boosts the drive 
system’s efficiency, saving both fuel and costs as well as reducing emissions, 
while the five-bladed propeller designs ensure low levels of pressure pulses 
and noise. 

“We are pleased that our MAN propulsion packages will contribute to a safe 
and eco-friendly ferry service in the region of East Asia”, said Henning 
Bullwinkel, Sales Manager Cruise and Ferry at MAN Diesel & Turbo’s 
Business Unit Marine Medium Speed. 

The engines will be among the first MAN common-rail engines delivered to 
China. “This proves that MAN ‘Made in Germany’ products continue to be held 
in high esteem in China, and that modern technology with electronic injection 
systems are increasingly gaining ground, including among Chinese owners”, 
said Sokrates Tolgos, Head of Sales, Cruise & Ferry at MAN Diesel & Turbo. 

The China Shipowners’ Association has proposed limiting the maximum age 
of a vessel in service to 28 years. The two ferry newbuildings will enter service 
in autumn 2016, replacing vessels about to reach the new, proposed age limit. 
In the near future, more and more ships are similarly expected to be 
decommissioned. “We therefore see significant potential in the East Asian 
market and are optimistic regarding future opportunities to equip further, such 
newbuildings”, added Tolgos.  
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Graphical rendering of one of the two passenger ferries for the Chinese shipping companies, 
Huadong Ferry and Dadong Ferry (courtesy: Ship Design and Research Institute, China) 

 

 

 

 

About MAN Diesel & Turbo 
MAN Diesel & Turbo SE, based in Augsburg, Germany, is the world’s leading provider of large-bore diesel engines and 
turbomachinery for marine and stationary applications. It designs two-stroke and four-stroke engines that are manufactured both 
by the company and by its licensees. The engines have power outputs ranging from 450 kW to 87 MW. MAN Diesel & Turbo also 
designs and manufactures gas turbines of up to 50 MW, steam turbines of up to 150 MW and compressors with volume flows of 
up to 1.5 million m³/h and pressures of up to 1,000 bar. The product range is rounded off by turbochargers, propellers, gas 
engines and chemical reactors. MAN Diesel & Turbo’s range of goods includes complete marine propulsion systems, 
turbomachinery units for the oil & gas as well as the process industries and complete power plant solutions. Customers receive 
worldwide after-sales services marketed under the MAN PrimeServ brand. The company employs around 14,500 staff at more 
than 100 international sites, primarily in Germany, Denmark, France, Switzerland, the Czech Republic, India and China. MAN 
Diesel & Turbo is a company in the Power Engineering business area of MAN SE. 
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